
Enriched Learning Center: Weekend Rafting

The Magolloway and Rapid Rivers have a rich logging, fishing, and recreational paddling 
history.  The Magolloway River is an intense near constant Class III rafting trip and is set up 
well for multiple runs for guests.  Although it has been a few years since the Rapid River has 
been run commercially, the Enriched Learning Center is pleased to offer unique custom trips for 
this remote and scenic class III-IV wilderness rafting experience.  Both of these rivers are dam 
released and as such, need to be booked in advance.  Due to the wild setting of the Rapid River 
trip and the logistics required, each trip is considered to be a custom trip, and ELC will make 
every effort to tailor a trip that exceeds each guests expectations.  

Magolloway River Trip

Guests will travel to the takeout for orientation and changing, guests and guides will shuttle to 
the put-in for the safety talk.

The trip will run the river down to the takeout in Wilson’s Mills.  Guests will do three runs with 
a snack and drink in between while guides load the gear for a second and third run.

After the third run, a picnic lunch will be served.

Trip Includes: Licensed Guides, rafts and equipment, shuttles, snacks and picnic lunch.  For 
groups interested in transportation to and from their accommodations, please call us for pricing 
and scheduling.  Minimum age 12 years old.  Guest Cost: Adult $99

Release Dates on the Magolloway River: June 26, 27; July 3, 4, 10, 11; August 21, 22, 28, 29; 
September 4, 5

Rapid River Trip

Guests will be picked up at their accommodations or an arranged location and vans will transport 
the trip to the put-in to the river for the safety orientation.  As the gradient increases and the 
water quickens, the river will fall off the horizon into a nearly non-stop maelstrom of exploding 
waves and holes for the next four and half miles. 

Lunch, snacks, and drink will be served on the trip.  

Trip Includes: Licensed Guides, rafts and equipment, shuttles, snacks and picnic lunch.  For 
groups interested in transportation to and from their accommodations, please call us for pricing 
and scheduling.  Minimum age 14 years old.  A Rapid River adventure is by nature a customized 
trip, so call for details and pricing.  

Release Dates on the Rapid River: July 16, 17, 18, 24, 25; August 7, 8, 13, 14, 15


